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1. Above reference Oates that the entire Steibehind Project la under the
process of review preparatory to authorisation of financial allotment for last .
quarter of aclendar year 1952. Our views on what assets the project has are given
herein. As the undersigned has been the cam) officer on the project just since
mid-April, we have taken the ensuing four months to "get our feet on the ground"
and attempt to learn where both the weak and strong points in the project were.

2. First, it is believed that the only weak point is that there are just not
enough good "storable" DB recruited KIBITZers. Those individual KIBITZers who were
far enough along in development- 0.and.most important of all, those who had the time,
i.e. KIBITZ-10,6,3 were developed, trained, and/or finished as stgybehind agents..
A short review of the status of the Ub recruited, or non-KIBITZ .45 side of the pro-
gram ills

KIBITZ40 0— completely trained, equipped with two pets and signal plan,
and assistants ready for activation. Is now considered "asleep"
but will be recontacted every 3-4 months to keep up motivation.

completely trained, has signal plans above ground cache and
burial of W/T sets will be made in mid.Beptembers then he will
be,4441eted and "asleep" ready for activation.

Being given part-time W/T trpining„ one week-end a month.
Whether he has enough inclination and aptitude for staybehind
activity is still a question. However, a decipion will be mode
after late 6eptember training period. If he stays in program
he probably can be finished as WIT operator around first of
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•year when he can come for a lOoday training session.

KIB#Z4m0 Still hlghly motivated but has been sick and too bugy for
training. Hope to complete as singleton by late winter.

lae. Cold feet seem to be problem here and ith believed that he will
have to be dropped. Final decision will be made in next two
months. ; There will be no disposal problem.

This extrovert type has no desire to be a steybehind agent
himself, but as he knows what kind of business we are in and
has Many connections, we are using him as spotter recruitOsk
with 4 target of a one or two WiT *gotta. Target area for
hie 'recruiting is	 oCeburg area.

:410iTZ I 14,11 and. lla are being further developed but progress is slaw.

KM/TZek,s, other US ,recruited, still being developed.

:KIBITZ/prospects-Ahem aro several new people that we are working on and
the empheeis for the fall is being placed on recruiting
nee types for the NO run side of the picture.

r.
3. Astually the last four months have been the best months to get agents

;into "roe.- ,t treining,i4. during their regular vacation periods. Getting an agent
to leave • # family and lapel Gasthaus for an extended period of time--and not
'Oettingand us into 5ecurii4y problems is the biggest obstacle we have. be—
:duriOg theoium.er we concentrated On getting already recruited agents into extended
:training elisions. Of court*. the KIBITZ4 Net had the most agents and X-15 being
the agreietee and dyeamic Character be is he kept the summer training program and
all the aterg plenty busty. In addition, 145 has gaits a big show, some 150 agents
in variona etagos of devoactraent and tramps, there are many problems. So that I
might be on as even ground as possible in my dealings with 1015 and attain C-

.:31i knowledge of the organization that he had seen grow from the embryonic
stage, the **tire KIBITZ staff, at my direction concentrated on the KIBI2Z 4615 shew

•all sitummer. another reason for such concentration was to find out all we could
about Pol5nnd I.150 and their organisation and bring it under as good control as
possible.

4. The concentration of effort on the X45 show has, it is believed, Paid off.
First, becanse we have shown progress and accomplished some results. The main result
being that 1015 himself and the operation he is running for us have been put under
better central mainly that be is not recruiting anyone and everyone he can lay his
hands on. The billowing anecdote will Xllustratef C 2 had been gone no more
than three *She when K45 told me that as he was an old Nrigadekommandant and thus
used to training and handling at least a regiment, that he would thus build a regi-

Intent of staYbehind agents-3.50 teams of 3-5 men each. I said that was a fins idea
•but that we hed better first see what we had at present. To emphasise, I asked him
how many w/T agents or others did we have at the time (early mar 1952) who could go
on the air in support of western military forces if the radio announced at that very
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that the Soviets had crossed the sena borders and were attacking. His *stork-.
ished reply was "Oarniehts". So I then gave him a target of getting 12 opera-
tors singletons or in teams finished by 31 December 1952 and said that when this
was reached we would discuss further and greater expansion. During the WO
period (late April and Key) I put on the pressure for PRQs and increased security
and comparteentation in the KIBITZ ...15 Net. These last items are the biggest
problem in OW dealings with the old boy, but some results have been obtained in
this line.

5. 1(45 realised the validity of my complaint that expansion was silly until
we had showed some results in the actual completion of some trained teams or
singletons. Occasionally in the past several months he has strayed a little from
this line and attempted to recruit more people or get into grandiose schemes.
Each time he has so transgressed I have hopped on him and generally it can be
said that he has recruited very few new people but has, with intermittent prodding,
turned in complete PRQs on and further developed the already spotted and recruited
agents, organised what he has into teams and, best of all, he has done a marvelous
job in getting the 0 operators free from their everday life and into residence
training sessions.

6. As the KI8ITZ45 Net is the major portion of the KIBITZ program new,
(we hope to remedy this as fast as it is operationally and feasibly possible)
we would like to give you some of our views on the operation the colonel is run-
ning for us. Some of Ay comments will be a repetition of previous reports, but
to get the proper perspective, they will be made again but in a limited form.

7. Reerviteent of KIIBIT4■44, 1(45 was not actually recruited by a staff
officer, but racketed 'after he had "volunteered" by writing a letter to the
US High Commiskiener for Oftleggpand offering his services in the fight against
Communion. KIBITZ...15's original idea (he volunteered right after the Korean
war began) was that he could, With the help of his old Wehrmaeht comrade,, set
up a resistance or guerrilla type organisation to fight against the Communists
when war broke out here* E7	 ) answered K45's letter by a personal
visit and after some several months of visits and Kaffe Klatching truned his ideas
toward steybehind activity. The reorutiment was made on the basis that K .15 was
the expert and that L7 73 1 who "came from" and reported "directly to Washington";
mos looking for experts in the staftehind field to set up a network in Germany.
Thn4 K45, the **pert, was recruited and the US just "furnished money, material,
and later W/T instructors" . On the K.-15 recruitment, one thing must not be over-
looked. K015 is not working for the US, but he is working _Oki	 the US for the
good of Gamely. .rnyone handIng K(.15 or meeting him must keep this fact in mind,
for if not, relations will aet pretty strained. The logical follow-up to this
is of course no contract. E 3, according to K-15, drafted up a Contract and
discussed it with 1(*15, but the latter refused to sign or discuss it.

•	 8. 4 II . T	 1	 t	 —.LP . 	 O. iL.is The next tins to consider in
the I-15 '	 s the uture.of	 , .e.„ how ong can or will he work with us,
what cOmmitments have we made to him, what is his status and what disposal pro-
blems would he create? "What is my status?" is 1(45's favorite questión, and
one that I hear about once a month on the average and at the next meeting we
have after every newspaper blurb about the "planned Wehrmacht". Actually, I have
made no commitment to 1(45 other than evacuation of his family and himself, and,
to the beet of my knowledge, C.	 did not either except possibly by
innuendo. An ambiguous promise, 2f any, was that apparently made by his work
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with the !American Army" that we (the Ub) would assist him in getting back
his colonelcy (his Wehrmacht 201) Adicates that be could not have been more
than a 141 Colonel, but he calla himself "Colonel") and a good position in the
European Defense 'ones or NATO to go with it. Time and time *gain 1(45 has
asked me 'what is my status?" At first I gave ambiguous answers but as he be-
came very insistent a time or two I brutally hinted that we had a contract all
ready for him to sign. This backed him off, but in a few weeks be was back
again with the same old question. This time ,I asked him "What do you want?"
To this there was no answer at all except the statement that"Well, I meant
that when the contractual agreement and peace treaty are signed how will our
organisation and relation* be Offeoted by it' or words to that effect. Then he
added that be believed he would be offered a commission as colonel in the new
Wehrmacht for the following reasonal a) in the 10,000 man officer corps of the
Beichswehr his number was in the 2700's, and that now he figured out that it
would be between 250 and 300 because of the numbers of his comrades that were
wounded, killed, missing too old now (Kel5 iejust 39) etc; b) he knew some
of the people in the Interior Ministry and Blank Office who were planning the
new Wehrmacht; c) he had bad considerable experience in training combat and
"shock", or ranger *nes troops; d) he considers himself an expert on Yugoslav
and Balkan affairs; and e) he also considers himself an expert on passer and
engineering equipment* and on sabotage due to his long service in the Pioneer-
korps. My reply was that the German Army was still only on paper and that it
would be another year yet before we had to worry about it. He, Ke15, then asked
if the US couldn't inform the Bonn Government that he was not to be touched for
military service as he was working for the German cause in conjunction with the
Americans. I pointed out the fallacy of this idea by point blank saying that
I would do better than that and pass his name and generally what he was doing
for the Western cause to SHAPE. K-15 thought this one a good idea until I
followed it up in the next breath and said that of course the ShAkE staff was
an international one and that his name and activity would be passed onto all
the European nations in SHI41, or at least their 0 .4's would hear of it, quickly.
This he hild never thought of and immediately I was asked not to do anything of
the sortethink of all the French Communists that would know what I was doing".
So, for the time being, the "status of E.45" is dormant but it will be a con-
tinuous thorn in the side and will no doubt become more of a problem once the
Gammen Army does get going, for the Army is Em15's first, last end taws love.
Be is an old soldier that will 'never die'. It is believed that he can be kept
as a principal agent and possibly kept out of the army, if he bets the call,
for he is vitally interested in the sterbehind program and would just love to
get into paramilitary type operations. The latter idea may be the bait that we
can use to keep him and/or the answer to his disposal—give him more work,
which he really thrives on-- and get his out of just steybehind operation. Of
course, that is a problem for the future—one that is not answerable now, One
other factor that is to be considered in both the dispoael/commitment light is
that LI. 2 and I have indicated that we will evacuate Kel5 and his family in
case of hostilities. I believe that this is another factor that is in our favor
as far of control of E-15 is concerned, for heAle convinced that a war will
come and does want to get his family out of Germaey in time, He of course has
been told that he is being evacuated to help run the staybehind not he has set
up--that, too, is a problem that can be considered later, although he would be
a help in such operations, he would be a problem, too.
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Whate hags 4.4,5 Oone,	 wha can he o in	 bet	 o er

a* Bemuse of his military service he has good access to maw of his old
army comrades-in-arms and has recruited a number of them. This is good in maey
ways as they are eotivated by a hatred of Russia and a love of the Fatherland
(probably little love for the UO as such however, but just as the means to Vm,
endeedsfeat of tiommunism). SexncLly, as a native of Schwaben and the Preis, he
has magy connections in those areas, all of which he has exploited operationally.
The bad point is that the KiaIra45 Net has too heavy a concentration in those
;areas. 1 have pointed this out to Ke15 and he agrees. In the last month he
has attempted to spwead north to the Ruhr and along the interzonal border which
is our weakest and one of the moat important areas. 4 have prodded Kel5 on
this point for the last month, and it is hoped that he will come up with some
restate * On the individual persons recruited by K-15 and his cohorts, we have
professional soldiers, *11 ranks, who are now in many different kinds of em'
ployment. Actually they make good agents for this type of work. The only
difficulty with this type of person, especially Germans, is that the majority
are awed by the "colonel" and his adjutant, Ke150, and that if they, 15 and 150,
were not around, some, not all, might drop out of the operation. In other words,
some of the individuals in the Ke15 show have loyalty to h-15 and not to the
US case officers working with them * One point that must be broggbt in here is
that with this recruitment of exesoldiers who were in most cases wartime com-
rades, the compartmentation of the K-15 Net is not too good. I have tried to
find the weak spots in this regard and think that i have uncovered a few of thempl
but the general fact *Let maw of the individuals in the operation know other
members and what each one is doing cannot be denied * *ithocareful scrutiny of
each agent or team and the balancing of security against efficiency it is be-
lieved that workable and secure teams can be arranged. fle way to overcome this
is to put, when possible, e/T operators who know each other, operationally speak-
ing, on the same team and have them use the same signal plan. l ids has been dis-
cussed with LOCI, and meets their approval. 't has also been discussed with 1.-15
and he, too, agrees that it can be done in certain cases. In some ways this
gystem would increase security by having more transmission sites and operators
and eliminating the necessity of moving the very incriminating transmitting
equipment around. for examples ihe auraburg area has three 0 operators-196,
199,200eewho know each other well, and what each is doing. ihere is also a good
team leader in K-120 (who is not PRQed yet, but will be soon). Why not put all
three (199/200 are man and wife) on same team under K-120 and have them transmit
on alternate dates and from alternate places, from same signal plan? This will
probably come into effect as our first attempt at setting up a team with one plan
and more than one operator, ee also intend to put it into effect in other in-
stances when possible.

b. The goal of 12 finished teams by 31 December that i gave 11415 in kW
has been almost half completed. erclners 156, 177 and 160 have been completely
trained and their caches should be finished in next 30 to 60 days. eIBITZers
182, 191, 1274;196 need some more training and in the meantime we are working on
their caches. nother three, 161, 192, and 199/200 need a fair amount of train-
ing time yet, but should be near completion by the fir_t of the year. eith luck
regarding shakint, some of the W/Ters away for training we ray come close to the
12 team goal by 3anuary.
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a, ZIePER. e have,and will continue to have, fears that Zipper has or

will penetrate KIBITZ-l5' s show because of the fact that the latter 000044
so many ax-professional soldiers and both ZIPPERites and iilbiTIers belong to
veteran groups. We have made a number of cheeks to determine whether or not the
two top people in the K-15 Net-e.4..15 and Ke150*- are connected with zreila, but
all have been negative. This deem not eliminate the possibility that ZIPPER
knows what is going on, however, either through a penetration or an unwitting
informant of, as ZIMR calls it, a "special connection". The unwitting informant
possibility is most likely. or example, 445 who has many connections in mili-
tary circles and, as will be pointed out below, Itvii has absolutely no sense of
security. whether or not ZlIPLR's penetration of 4015's operation, if there is
any, is dangerous or not to the operation is a question that would probably be
a good subjeet for debate. however, we have been under the impression that
4I3ITZ was considered to be the 116 controlled cheOk on ZIPPER's staybehind acti-
vities when and 4 there is a war and the staybehinds are called upon to produce.
Although there are no indications of such a penetration, we will continue to
watch for and report all indications.

b. Communist Penetriage As far as German ‘ommunists actually being in
the 1(IBIIT:13 show there -ii-Iittle chance that anyone 4th even a slightest atigma
of Oast KPD connections would have a chance of getting in the net. In factp.that
is the least of our aorries for, by and large, 41.5 has chosen cohorts who tend
more to the NSDAP line than anything else. This does not preclude, however, a
real penetration job done by or under 6oViet direction. That is an ever-present
worry and one that it is sometimes hard to get K-15 to realize for he says to me
about ones every second meeting that "we have only good Germans in our organiaa-
tion, all of them good I Russenfresseren". He will not realize that a good double
is usually just such a good German and not a KPD card carrier for 20 years. We
shall continue our education program in this light, too.

c. The Bundesamt Suer Verfassungsechutz or ether Bonn government agency.
This is a good possibility, too, and will become more so as soon as the BfV gets
going full steam. No doubt some of our safehouses heve been come "interesting"
to local German policy and through this channel such information could get to
the Federal or a Leen/der Verfassungsschutsamt. Again, according to 4-15, we
have notate to fear from these good Germane Who are also Western minded and not
Communist, even though they are "no-good politiaans" (his idea of all politicians).
Again we try to explain over again—gradually pushing ourselves into the expert's
seat which K*15 has held for some 2 years--that in a staybehind program everyone
is your enemy; no one must know what is going on. t is a tough job, but gradu-
ally something it sinking in to the old boy's military mind.

d. Physical Itecuritx/Tradocraft. Not one classified paragraph of the old
Wehrmacht manuals en security of documents or physical security does 4-15 re-
member or want to remember. IA least, that was the way he operated in general
until I graduilly got him to listen to a security lecture about twice a month.
till, when he leaves the eafehouse, we have papers on desks, not a real opera-

tional paper but, sm., lists of telephone numbers, his own real name tax card
or letterhead (he uses an alias documented), eaehpetalegnotereseipeperf;eutlining
phase of operations, doors left open, etce All this found. when 1 "raided" his
safehouse-office when he was away on 4 ten day Ieve last mouth. Gradually,
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am bringing up each point to him. incidentally, during the same raid opened
his bee (one of the new type issued by our supply) and found no evidence that
he carries on a private correspondence "double" operation. 4t is eelieved that
if he did do so he would have had copies of such correspondence in the safe for
German agents are very meticulous in keepire records of what information they
pass on to their case officer, no matter who Pe is. 'f course, f could be wrong
in my judgment of the man and that this whole attitude of don'tegiveea-danne
about-security bein, just an act to disarm me, but i do not think so. Education
of 4e15 in security matters hae met with some success and I must say teat when
he is directed to make a correction he does so if it is explained to him and he
sees, as he has in all cases, the necessity. he might do the same thing again,
though. In tradecraft principles, however, he is quite ignorant and generally
dies not seem to have the type of mind that assimilates them readily.

U. KIBITZel5A the Nan. This man is a man of action, one who would be much
happier ifiee was tad to go out and blow up all the Rhine bridges the day war
starts. The job would be done but would be done with about ten times as mach
explosives as needed, lots of blood would be spilled, 4-15 would be there per-
sonally lighting every fuse, and keepine them short just for laughs. he is the
big be-man type and never lets anyone forget that he was in the late war, wounded
nine times and is still waikine. un politics he has little interest. Nilitanr
affairs and winning the war, which he says is inevitable, with eovieta, are his
life's bleed. To say that he ia On the conservative side is putting it mildly
for he is still in his heart a damn good Nazi, reading Sll the right wing/neo-
-Nazi periodicals (my raid on his safe .house office disclosed several) and using
the Nazi lime on many matters. he is still anti all non-Aryans, bitterly aartited
French and anti-British, blaming mainly the Prench for all europi's woes.

12. Conclusiones

a. The KIBITZ/15 show is not a perfect one but one that has a lot of assets
and one that could eecome a very good thing, it definitely must be tightly con-
trolled and should be better compartmented. Both of these things can be done.

b. KI3ITLe15 should be led--he cannot be ordered for motivation and
psychological reasons—into the track,and kept there /of only recruiting a sub-
agent for a given area and running all operations in that area through this
sub-agent who sill be Ke15's cut-out. in this way compertmentation can be in-
creased and K-15 will not be running numbers of agents himself. 4e15 has agreed
to this in principle and has in the last several months let Ke150 run a number
of agents himself just in the manner described above.

c. The staybehind singleton and teams in the K el5 net ehould not be con-
sidered top qualityevisesevis type of person, security-mindedness, motivation,
etc.--as a Ud recruited and trained agent. nut the organisation should be kept
and expanded slowly.

d. in line with paragraph c above, the signal plan given the KI13ITZe15
W/T operators need not be the hest that the Ue has, but it should be more simple,
and thus lose of a lose operationally if compromised, than the BRGeN/A plans
originally scheduled for the operation. this matter has been discussed with
Chief, EUCa, and it was decided that the II.BEWA plan would be adequate.. Better
still and more in line with what, we could expect for the 4-15 Net would be the
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EUCt proposed ANiC XRAT plan which is simple to operate, comparatively easy
to tOw14.10up, and not as much of a loss operationally if compromised, or if
the agent pat ups and quits on us. K1B1T4.45 a/T agents could be switched to
AMP MY when and if it is approved.

12. ReCoMmendationgs

a. To get the most out of the KIBIT2...15 operation it is planned that as
soon as the personnel andmerger situation have cleared qp, a senior type case
officer should be assigned to exclueively run and control the KIBIM ..15 show
and not be connected with any other staybehind agent or operation. 'n this ways
it is believed that the operational maximum had from K-15 and the operations
security and training Wises The assignment of one case officer to run the show
.would not mean that other case officers or specialists, like Mark J..$tockdale,
would be cut off from the operation.

b. The West German etaybehind section should concentrate on the recruit-
ment of US controlled single teams or singletons. This would not preclude the
recruitment of principal agents to run a net. however, it is strongly recommend-
ed that any principal agent recruited in the future Os recruited with the specific
assignment to spot, recruit and organise an exact number of agents or teams and
that such an operation be limited to specific areas that are considered of military
or strategic importance in the stgybehind program.

0. In considering the KIBITZ-15 net it is recommended that it not be cast
aside or broken up just yet for it might be considered good camouflage, i.e.,
let us use it operationally if we can, but, in the meantime keep it going as
bait or a dummy target for the .?oviets, German government and 4,ici'1R, with the
non-hIBITZ-15 side being the one we are really betting on to come on the air.

d. Considerations should be given to using .....at a later date-- iaBiTZ-15
and/or any part of his net in PR type operations, providing, however, for good
case officer control and assignment of a definite target.
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